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In the Streets of Madrid
In Madrid, I once saw a hopeless man
His head was down and his eyes so hollow 
He walked without a care, without a plan
Perhaps life was too hard a pill to swallow 

I saw him stop on the side of a store
He rested his head on the concrete wall
His eyes yearning, pleading, begging for more 
Too bad his dreams were crushed when he was small 

He stopped trying when he turned seventeen
“I want to get out of this town” he said 
“Be more realistic”, they intervened 
And he went to bed that night, his dreams dead 

Now he is here, in the streets of Madrid 
Alone, distressed, with no one to caress
If only they hadn’t said what they did
Maybe he’d be far from this place, this mess 

Talia Balogh
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Ready
I sat alone, enveloped quiet 
Nothing moved, all was still, silent
I listened hard, I swear, I tried
But my demons were smart and knew to hide
I could not hear their midnight cries ;
I did not catch their whispered lies.
For they knew that when I sat prepared,
That was when I should be spared.

Regina Rivere

Ocean
Calming, rushing, heart is beating,

Rise and fall and then repeating.
Tumbling anger, twisting, churning,

Shatters forth and scraping, burning,
Knocks you back into rough, sandy 

sheets,
And then retreats. 

Emily McParland
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Verdigris
 
I saw David last year, for the first time in a decade
His drink swirled as the bartender poured it over cold rocks
He was hanging his shoulders over the wooden, scratched up bar
 His back arched into a hunchback
 His hands curled on the clear glass
 His eyes drooping and solemn
 And his mantra was that of solitude
For all this was accidental

I asked him how he was doing
He smirked a smile but gave nothing else
So I sat down next to him
He told me,
“This gig is good
Steady money,
But playing in the background
On some late night show,
Isn’t why I got into to music.”

“I was playing behind the next jazz great,
Every night, a new venue,
Every night, a new show,
Every night, something different.
And we played,
Jazz was born again,
Jazz was a child again,
With a bright mind and a full heart,
But jazz is dead,
And my trumpet is decaying.”

He sipped the cool, light brown devil’s drink,
And went back to hanging his head low,
A musician who, back in college,
Played with joy,
But then,
I saw his trumpet in front of him,
It weeped and cried and melted away
It was rotten and overplayed
An old sailor with rusted gold medals
And I felt the sadness,
In the wind in which it swayed

Daniel Israelsson  
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Open Eyes
I know that behind these clouds there is a shining sun

I know that when I fall, all is not said and done
I believe in happy endings,

I make wishes on shooting stars.
I believe in new beginnings,

I look ahead far.
Only because you came around.

For once, I’m not looking at the ground.

Regina Rivere 
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Different Classes, Different Courses 

It’s hard to tell what equal opportunity really means,
It’s not hard to tell the definition isn’t what it seems .

It’s hard to tell someone who’s dead broke to go chase their dreams,
It’s not hard to say, well let’s blame it on their genes.
As it is, the poor bleed poor and the rich bleed richer

Separating the classes, painting two different pictures
It’s hard to frame, but you can hang your hat on the nail in that coffin

If you think we’re all equal, refresh your browser more often.
Some of us are told in high school to get ready for college

Be academic and persistent in pursuing knowledge
But some people, in this country, laugh at the mere concept.

It’s hard to understand what it’s like to have limited options
Some can’t afford a meal, forget about tuition

There’s somethings you can’t blame on a lack of ambition

---

It’s hard to tell what’s racist and what’s not, 
It’s hard to be comfortable and colored in the company of a cop.

When 70% of police brutality is directed at minority males 
How can we claim we’re all equal and the system didn’t fail?

Yet they persist, why are the minority stuck in the ghetto?

Kaleem Shahzad
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Dishonored
My hand is cramped.

I look to see the stark,
Red numbers stamped

Into the dark
Read “4:02.”

I’m still not through.
I sit back in my chair

To prepare
For a glorified fill-in-the-blank;

To be organized
By size, color, and rank,
Packaged up and shipped

Halfway to nowhere.

Fatigue claws at my eyes.
My tangled spine cries

For a bed to lay in.
I know I can’t listen

Lest that white-hot iron failure
Be pressed against my skin.

We have been branded 
By that letter grade snake oil 

We bought when they demanded
It would melt the future frost.

But higher marks
Don’t mark the cost

Of all the sleep
That we have lost;

Of all that mounting pressure
We keep bottled up inside.

And it pains me
How loud they lied
When they told us  

We’d be better of this way 

But, hey, 
At least I’ll have an “A”.

Emily McParland 
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Cynics
There’s a reason why there are cynics in this world
They were dreamers who fell face first on the pavement hard; 
Ex-lovers who cradle their own broken hearts.
Believes who were made to believe otherwise, 
Children whose eyes were opened to their parents lies. 
The reason your eyes are so full of spite
Is because the person you trusted most pushed you
Away with all their might.
And I’m sorry.
You dreamer. You believer
You child, for turning your gleeful heart into an old soul. 
You’ve seem too much of this world, you’ve grown cold.
I’m sorry. 
You cynic.
But I know that in my apology, well, you’ll see no truth in it. 

Regina Rivere
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The Taiga
My kingdom-
Fenced by wooden planks
Quiet at night and in day
Covered in ash and burned to grey
It is alone
Burning, as the night breaks to dawn and dusk 
Angered by time and its mammoth’s tusks
Fueled by gasoline weeped by the past
And all I say-
“So it has come at last…”
I step back
Away from the sudden flashback
And out the wooden fence
To examine my home crashing down
I fall
Into snow, as it engulfs my pale hands
My heart racing in uncertainty
And my tears dripping in disharmony
Unwilling to feel Kronos’s malice
And leave this burning palace
But this castle rock in all its glory
Is small and has outrun its story
For this kingdom come that was once a foolish soldier
Has fallen dead upon his shoulders
And this burning palace
Of warmth and flame
That changed me from an unwanted rover
Hath been killed, torched, and frosted over

Daniel Israelsson
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Porcelain 
I am a porcelain doll. 

I have gorgeous glass skin and pristine paper bones
I have a bird that chirps in my ivory rib cage.

Yet I am not enough.
Not pretty enough for girls to play with, 
Not dainty enough to be put on display,

My glass skin shatters from a single touch,
And my paper bones crumple beneath the slightest weight.

I have a stone heart sitting at the bottom of my broken 
ribcage, 

The skeleton of a bird that has long since decayed.
The smile painted on my porcelain skin

Is starting to fade away
And the fact of the matter is starting to sink in. 

Nothing will ever change.

Regina Rivere
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To Run or Not to Run (Not to Run) 
To run or not to run, that is the question:

Whether I should set out for a couple of miles
And make a habit of being active
Or sit at home for a while longer

And binge-watch Parks and Recreation.
Exercise sounds healthy, 

Well-deserved sweat dripping down my back, 
But not exercising sounds better, 

Lounging in bed until the sun rises tomorrow. 
And if I lie in bed, 

I can rest up for the school week, 
Enough energy to face the grueling world of calculus, 

While simultaneously catching up on Lost. 
And to finish an episode, a season, 
A season- perchance finish a series, 

What a wonderful accomplishment that would be.
What a dilemma! Should I play it safe?

To run or not the run?
Me thinks: not to run. 

Rebecca Ahmed 
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Thesaurus is Useless 
That feeling when you’ve seen it

And you know it 
And the pen is in your hand 

But you cannot draw it. 
No matter how you try, 

The lines look shaky
And ill-proportioned. 

It is that feeling when 
You’re little and you want to write. 

All the words are in your mind
And they all flow so nicely

And all you have to do
Is spell them.

But, you can’t. You don’t know how. 
You sit, a pencil in your hand, 

But there, it will remain.

Oh, but then, 
That tantalizing feeling when
You finally learn the letters, 
And you’ve lost the words. 

Is there a word for that feeling?

Emily McParland 
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2016 Presidential Election
Clowns competing for political gain,
They acquire nothing but world wide fame, 
Elephants and donkeys fighting till the end,
To which the rules and laws they always bend,
Some do not even realize who they offend,
And talk about topics they don’t apprehend,
This silly clown race I’d like to say, 
Will probably end in our doomsday.

Melissa Celik 

Shattered
I remember when I used to march.
My head held high, one foot in front of the other,
So sure of where I was going.
Now, I’m not so certain.
I tread on broken glass,
Hesitantly, on my tiptoes, my eyes only ever on the ground. 
Where these bloody feet will take me now, I do not know.
Through this field of shattered windows I will go.

Regina Rivere 
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Untitled
Haunted by my pockets,
Haunted and insane,
Haunted by the tape recorder in my brain.

Haunted by the autumn,
Skipping- skipping back,
Ever, ever listening to that one track.

Red leaves in the gray, 
The ground walks under me,
Keeping me from getting home or feeling free. 

                
Emily McParland

Brave
I loved her 

For the way she held her head high,
Even as silver tears streamed down her cheeks.

For the way she strided,
When all she ever did behind closed doors was 

crumble.
For the way she still smiled,

With all those bloody knives in her back.
I loved her for all of her broken beauty. 

Regina Rivere
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College 
The rest of my life

Is just around the corner
And I have one year,

One thought provoking year,
One year full of brownies

And candy corn
And happiness

To lead to four hard years
Of which society tells me,

I must get right the first time
And I don’t get another chance.

It’s called college
A factory producing endless lines of the same people,

Conforming into what society deems appropriate.
To what they tell you to do,

And not what you want to do.
Follow your dreams, but do what I tell you.

If it makes you happy, it won’t make you money.

If you hate it, well, at least you’ll survive.
No more brownies, or candy corn,

No more happiness,
Just a traveler on a long road to nowhere,

A long road called life,
And it starts with college,

If you can pay, at least

                
Sophie Goldberg 
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A City in the Ice
Puffs of smoke,
Slip away from my mouth
My chapped, scarred lips
And I shiver with each breath
For this metal, warped and wrapped
Into coils and fire and black ash
Burns ever so freezingly
This snow that slowly pulls me in
This blank night sky all around me
The glowing, lonely, and icy stars
And I shiver
Then, the lights search on
They roam across the blank mountains below me
And they search in darkness,
For nothing but shadows
And warmth, among nothing but ice
For this is what I was drafted for
Waiting for nothing in snow and ice
Waiting to die
Or to exhaust the other man with metal
But my brothers, and the brothers
Of the ones in the darkness
Fight on in mud and poison gas
In a war that will die without rest
So, I, the one soldier guarding in ice and snow
Can at least, call myself the one blessed

Daniel Israelsson
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Angels
The night is silent when you have nothing to hear
The darkness grows into pure blackness when you have nothing to see
The cold slips into nothing when you have nothing to be affected by
To sense, to feel
For I have nothing so nothing matters
The blank dark bottom of this drowning lake
Becomes vacant, and the touch of the cold air
Frosting my back in that one lonely spot
Fades into the warmth or the cold or something else completely differ-
ent
For the stones, rising from mountain tops
Into the heavens and palaces I built crumble into eternity 
The throne where I once sat
With a golden wired helmet on my head
Decorated as the gems on my crown
Become dust and ash that falls from my hands
The soldiers wearing the lion of my soul
And marching to the beat of my drum
Turn on me, spit in my face, and kick me further away
But, I’ll get it all back, soon, I’ll get it all back
I’ll wear the crown again, I’ll march with my sword raised again
Leading the men who betrayed me
Soon, I’ll rule in the golden throne
With an iron fist and an iron heart, again
Soon, the enemies and the ones who put me here
Drowning and swimming in this cold lake
With be nothing but dirt
And I’ll be there
Spitting back the water in which now I drown
And standing, and laughing
And kicking them further and deeper down

Daniel Israelsson 
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Personification
I see you come and go everyday
But I’m neglected.
Sitting there with my vibrant colors.
I can feel your temptation to grab my
Sides and move me with ease,
But now your mind is preoccupied
With things called “school” and “college”. 

Back in the day you used to take me
To school and show off my lightning fast movements.
Kids just watched, astonished by our
Simple, quick turns. But now,
EVERYTHING HAS CHANGED…

I sit at the back of your desk,
Collecting more and more dust each day.
I started having trouble thinking why
I still stay here…
I think about all of those other kids
Who probably want to play with a
Rubik’s cube, but can’t.
I’m on my way to search for another
Kid, who can give me the respect I deserve.
If you cannot find me, that means I have
Already departed on my journey.
Sorry I couldn’t provide enough joy in your life...

Mohkum Sethi
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Capture a Tongue
The dark night sky
Above me now, is all I need to focus on
I tell myself- 
Forget your legs
The wound with metal shards
Continuing to fall deeper
Into your skin
And forget the two soldiers
Dead beside you
One with the same gun
One with a broken grenade
Focus on the music 
For in the distance, I hear the shells
Bursting miles away, a rupture of metal close
And getting closer
 Men, wearing grey just as me
 A light switch in brown eyes
 On, and bright and running
Shoes crashing mud onto rusted army medals
 To off and dark forever
 With scraps of metal and mustard gas in their eyelids
 Or bullets in their hearts
Focus on the music,
For the war spills out in front of me
Painted in red on white snow
 Men, holding guns
 On one end: dead in one quick snap of the sun
 On the other: a body now without life
 A corpse walking in snow
 Haunted by those he saved by death
And yet the need for hope comes to me
I hope for this man to pick me up
Carry me across and atop a frozen river,
To my burning home, to safety, possibly to nothing
But scraps of the buildings that once stood
And the civilians left to what they bled
Or possibly to home and my family
And a city bright and covered red

Daniel Israelsson
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River of, River of, River 
Roses soaked in Lethe and thick haze,
Where lazed eyes flutter heavy with the dozing 
sun,
And liability is scratched up to a dull headache
Thus Lethe embraces what is to be undone.

She breathes a quiescent existence.
Wind-drunk trees wind down time
And it blurs into the shallows,
Drifting away amidst her hypnotic chime.

Thoughts far from scattered, utterly negated.
Empty persons amble towards pleasant entropy,
Blinded by painless torment, amnesia and velleity
As Lethe makes home of their lungs. 

Agata Cudzilo
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Romeo to Juliet in Romeo and Juliet  
Oh, my dear and beloved Juliet,

Your flaming eyes burn through me like the sun.
My love hath never cost me to regret,

You’ve taken that which none has ever won.

For with you I have learned the art of love,
From your beauty, your kindness and your grace.

Your looks, they doth entrance the stars above,
And nothing, even times, could ere erase.

But in this ever-lasting feud of ours,
They hate our love, no matter what we do.

There can be hope that’s written in the stars,
And Juliet, it’s all because of you.

I hate the world for keeping us apart, 
Forever may you be inside my heart. 

Emily Smith-Feldman
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Dreams
I’m sorry-

I know that I am the weaker one
That is why I am leaving

I know that I am the selfish one
That is why I pack my bags

I know that I am a child
That is why I can’t raise my own

This is no excuse
For picking up my spirit

And leaving while I still can
This is no excuse

For being the coward captain
Who abandons ship
But I need to say it

I have dream
I know you once did too-

You dreamt of spending afternoons
Painting, stroke by stroke,

With the wind moving the drying paint
And the curl of the brush

And the rain of a heavy blue,
But you gave that up,
So bravely, and selfless
But I am not the same

I need to chase the faltering flicker of the candle that is my dream
Because I will regret it forever if I blow it out

I need to see where this life takes me
Because I can’t be satisfied by the one I’m living
And I will- arrogantly- put me in front of you

And I thank you- for letting me
And I’m sorry that you ever met me

For I ruined your life
I burned that painting of our backyard-

 Paint shreds on morning dew
 Burning canvas flaming oak trees
 Sunrise glowing on lonely oil

And it can never be repainted

Daniel Israelsson
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Flying
It starts with a push,
And I am flying,
Soaring into the sky,
Where there are endless possibilities.
Then, I am brought back,
Waiting for another push.
I yearn for it,
Craving the small amount of freedom I 
attain while in the air.
There won’t be any until I learn to 
pump my own legs,
To embrace life without anyone to hold 
my hand,
To make myself work to reach the 
dreams I created.
The ground will not be there one day,
And I will be on my own,
But it will be okay.
I have found where I will go,
What I will do.
And despite possible objections from 
those around me,
I will do what I love,
And be who I am,
Because this is my America.

Erin Endaz
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Untitled 
Tomorrow
Will be better,
Will be brighter.
Tomorrow
I will make better choices,
I will be a better person.
Tomorrow
I can succeed,
I can try.
Tomorrow
I will laugh,
I will smile.
Tomorrow
I will mess it all up,
And say,
“Tomorrow”

Karen Northrop
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Oleander 
Like a flower, we start in the soil
Playing in dirt and learning to grow.
We take in water, nutrients, and sun
Blossoming into our true selves
So we smile, unfurl, and bloom
Into a colorful, beautiful bouquet.

Alyssa Seigel-Laddy
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B 
  

A “B” I did get
But a “B” it shall not remain

“B” is not for best, nor for beautiful
“B” is for below average

“B” is for brains not working
“B” is for breaking down
“B” is for below average

B 
But not for long

Talia Balogh
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The Weekend
Monday: All is darkness
Tuesday: I see a dim flicker in the distance
Wednesday: The flicker gets brighter, shedding a long shaft 
of light through the darkness I walk through.
Thursday: I come closer to this bright light, I feel a glimmer 
of hope
Friday: I am walking out of the dark, bathing my body in an 
all consuming light.
It’s the weekend, and I am free.

Sophie Goldberg
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Vagabond
Your name is hung high in lights

It flashes neon and bright
But it flickers after every few seconds

And the darkness
Of each flicker

Hurts you as a weapon
Your wallet, in your pocket or purse

Is as thick as the band around your mind
And it grows with your ego
And shrivels with your fears

But it is the only thing that can confine
Your soul of string and twine
You pass these dirty streets

And mock its muck on your shoes
Then you pass a vagabond, a bum
For he lacks the money you hum

Yet, you don’t help him from the slums
Instead “he’s poor, therefore, he’s dumb”

And you stop at the next light
Before your eyes is the rich world you’ve seen

And behind is the dirt poor untouchable streets
But pause before the light turns green
What if your dream did not happen?

What would you be if you woke up from this sleep?
Only a poor wanderer skinny and lean

Your eyes open, to the bright sign outside
It flashes in the darkness calling to someone else’s name

But don’t hang your head low in shame
Hold your old coat even tighter
The street and home around you

Will now shine even brighter
And to the people who pass you

And to the people who spit in your face
To them, you are a vagabond, a bum

But know that, to me, you are a fighter

Daniel Israelsson
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Last Dance
Curtain opens for one last time
Lights up
Take it in
Pointe your toes
Lift your chin
Round your arms
Straight back
Go until the room turns black
Curtain closes for one last time
Take a bow
It’s all over now

Natalie Molion

At Story’s End
Our oldest mystery

The greatest adversary
Is not our story’s curves and bends;

It’s that the story always ends.

Emily McParland
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